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METODE & PENDEKATAN METODE & PENDEKATAN 

PENGKAJIAN PERILAKU PENGKAJIAN PERILAKU 

HEWANHEWAN

TinbergenTinbergen’’s four Whyss four Whys

1)1) What is the behavior for?What is the behavior for?

2)2) How is the behavior achieved?How is the behavior achieved?

3)3) How does the behavior develop?How does the behavior develop?

4)4) Where has the behavior come Where has the behavior come 

from?from?
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Approaches Approaches 
1)1) EtologisEtologis : : deskripsideskripsi, , naturalistiknaturalistik ––

eksperimentasieksperimentasi, , dikotomidikotomi perangkatperangkat

2)2) Comparative psychologyComparative psychology : : kesamaankesamaan, , 
eksperimeneksperimen, , fungsifungsi sistsist. . sarafsaraf pusatpusat

3)3) Behavioral ecologyBehavioral ecology : : inclusive fitness inclusive fitness 
((sosialsosial--genetikgenetik), ), evolutionary stable evolutionary stable 
strategies, strategies, ((ecologicalecological)) cost cost 

4)4) Evolutionary psychologyEvolutionary psychology : : learning, learning, 
behaviorism behaviorism (?) (?) 
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OBSERVASI

vs

EKSPERIMEN

?

?

Sampling methods Sampling methods 

1)1) Ad Ad LibitumLibitum sampling sampling 

record as much information as possible. But record as much information as possible. But 
observer can never keep track of everything, the observer can never keep track of everything, the 
results will be biased. Its main value in planning. results will be biased. Its main value in planning. 

2)2) Focal animal samplingFocal animal sampling

all occurrence of specified action of one all occurrence of specified action of one 
individual are recorded during predetermined individual are recorded during predetermined 
sample period (sample period (e.ge.g 1 hr). Moreover, the length of 1 hr). Moreover, the length of 
the sample period and the amount of time are also the sample period and the amount of time are also 
recorded.recorded.
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3)3) All occurrence sampling All occurrence sampling 

focusing on a particular behavior rather a specific focusing on a particular behavior rather a specific 
individual. This is a useful method for providing the rate individual. This is a useful method for providing the rate 
of occurrence of a behavior (# of occurrence of a behavior (# occocc. per unit time), or for . per unit time), or for 
studying the synchrony of behaviors within a group. studying the synchrony of behaviors within a group. 

4)4) Scan sampling Scan sampling 

an animalan animal’’s behavior is recorded at pres behavior is recorded at pre--selected moments selected moments 
(e.g. every 30 (e.g. every 30 secssecs). It is a sample of state and used to ). It is a sample of state and used to 
study the percent of time spent in a certain activity. This study the percent of time spent in a certain activity. This 
provides data on the distribution of behavioral states in a provides data on the distribution of behavioral states in a 
group. It is best done with a sample interval as short as group. It is best done with a sample interval as short as 
possible and with behaviors that are very easily identified. possible and with behaviors that are very easily identified. 

Sampling methodsSampling methods


